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Abstract—Distributed computing s y s t e m s ( D C S ) a r e of
current interest d u e to the advancement of microprocessor
technology and computers networks. It consists of multiple
computing nodes that communicate with each other by message
passing mechanism. Reliability and communication over
distances are the main reasons for building the DCS. In
distributed computing systems, partitioning of applications
software in to modules and proper allocation of modules among
processors are important factors for efficient utilization of
resources. We consider the problem of m-modules and
n-processors (m >> n). In this paper a mathematical model for
finding optimal cost and optimal reliability to the problem is
presented considering DCS with heterogeneous processors in
such a way that the allocated load on each processor is balanced.
The results obtained by the present model are compared with the
recent models and comparison results show that the model is
very effective.

processing system.
A distributed computing system has attracted several
researchers by posing several challenging problems. In a
DCS the execution of a program may be distributed among
several computing el em en t s to reduce the overall system
cost
by
taking a dva n t a ge
of
heterogeneous
com put a t i on a l capabilities a n d other resources within
the system. Reliability is defined in terms of the time interval
in contrast to an instance in time defined in availability. A
highly reliable system is one that will continue working for a
long period of time. The often advocated advantage of the
DCS, in comparison to the centralized system, is the
reliability due to the existence of multiple resources.
However, only the multiple instances of resources cannot
increase the reliability of the DCS, rather the various
processes of the distributed operating system (viz. memory
manager, task scheduler etc.) must be designed properly to
increase the reliability by extracting the characteristic
features of the DCS.
The module allocation in a distributed processing system
finds extensive application in the faculties where large
amount of data is to be processed in a short period of time
or where real time computations are required. Meteorology,
Cryptography, Image analysis, Signal processing, Solar and
Radar s u r ve i l l a n c e simulation of VLSI circuits and
industrial process monitoring are areas of such
applications. These applications require not only very fast
computation speeds but also different strategies involving
distributed module allocation systems. In such applications
the quality of the output is proportional to the amount of real
life computations. The main incentives for choosing DCS are
higher throughput improved availability a n d better
a ccess to a widely communicated we b of information. The
increased commercialization of communication syst em s
means that ensuring system reliability is of critical
importance i n h e r e n t l y. DCS is more complex, therefore
it is very difficult to predict the performance of DCS.
Mathematical modeling is the tool which can play an
important role to predict the performance of DCS.
Therefore there is an urgent need to develop a method for
it. The performance of DCS may suffer if the mapping of
distributed applications to processors is not carefully
implemented. In order to make best use of the resources, it
becomes essential to maximize the overall throughput by
allocating the modules to processors in such a way that the
allocated load on all the
processors
should
be
balanced and to minimize

Index Terms—Distributed computing system, Module
allocation, Inter module communication, Reliability, Data
transfer rate, Inter processor distance.

I. INTRODUCTION
Although improvements in device technology have allowed
computer speed to increase by several orders of magnitude
in recent decades. The computing capabilities demanded
by a number of real world applications h a ve increased at
an even faster pace. The required processing power for these
applications can‟t be achieved with a single processor. One
approach to this problem is to use distributed computing
systems (DCS) that concurrently process an application
program by employing multiple processors. In DCS
homogeneous or heterogeneous processors are connected
together through a communication network. Distributed
computing provides the capability for the utilization of
remote computing resources and allow for increased levels
of flexibility, reliability and modularity. If DCS are
properly designed and planned they can provide a more
economical and reliable approach than that of centralized
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the inter module communication by assigning modules to
same processor as much as possible. Which are both
contrary t o each other as an increase in the number of
processors may actually decrease the total throughput of
the system. This degradation effect is known as saturation
effect, which occurs due to heavy communication traffic
induced by data transfers between modules that reside on
separate processors. Allocation of modules in a DCS may be
done by two ways: static allocation and dynamic allocation.
In static allocation once a module is assigned to a processor,
it remains there statically during the execution of a
distributed program [1-19]. While in dynamic allocation a
module can be reassigned during program execution [20-21].
Several methods owing the use of integer programming
[1-4], critical delay consideration [5], branch and bound
technique [6], reliability evaluation [7-19] have been
reported in the literature.

system we would like to distribute the load on each processor
in such a way that allocated load on the processors are
balanced. The following terms, notations and assumptions
wi l l be used throughout the text.
2.1. System cost functions
2.1.1 Execution cost (EC): The execution cost eij (1  i  m
, 1  j  n) of each module Mi depends on the capability of
the processor Pj to which it is assigned and the work to be
performed by each module. The execution cost of e a c h
module on all the processors is taken in the form of
execution cost matrix, ECM= [ei,j] of order m × n. The
execution cost of each processor for an allocation A, is
calculated using equation (2) as:
PEC ( j ) 

e

i , A( i )

(2)

1i  m
iMS j

This paper deals with the module allocation problem having
multiple objectives such as: minimization of system cost,
maximization of system reliability and load balancing for
proper utilization of the processor‟s capacity. The model
used the mathematical programming technique for
allocations of modules statically considering the effect of
inter processor distances. Several sets of input data are used
to test the effectiveness and efficiency of model. It is found
that the model is suitable for arbitrary number of processors
with the random program structure.

Where MSj= {i: A(i) =j, j=1, 2…n}
Overall execution cost of a given allocation A, is calculated
as:
EC ( A) 

e

i , A( i )

(3)

1i  m

2.1.2 Inter module communication cost (IMCC): In this
paper, the matrix DT= [datai,j] of order m x m is used to
represent the data communication between the modules
during the execution, where datai,j is the amount of data
required to be transmitted from Module Mi to module Mj.
The data transfer rates, i.e. bandwidth size, (in
bytes/seconds) between processors are stored in a matrix
DTR= [ri,j] of size n x n. The communication startup costs of
processors are given in a n-dimensional vector L= [Lj]. The
IMCC between modules Mi and Mj is defined by:

The rest paper is organized as follows. Module assignment
problem and definitions are defined first in section 2. In
section 3, modules allocation model has been discussed. The
Section 4 shows the experimental results in comparison to
other scheduling methods and concludes the paper.
II. MODULE ASSIGNMENT PROBLEM AND
DEFINITIONS

(4)

The specific problem being addressed h e r e is as follows:
We considered a distributed system consisting of a set
P = {P1, P2,….Pn) of „n‟ heterogeneous processing nodes
(e.g. host computer complexes in a computer network,
individual processors in a multiprocessing environment) and
an
application program consisting of a set
M = {M1, M2,….Mm} of „m‟ communicating modules to be
executed on these processing nodes.

Where DTR , is the average transfer rate among the
processors in the processors domain, and L is the average
communication startup time. The communication between
the modules are t a k e n in form of inter module
communication cost matrix, IMCCM = [ci,j] of order m × m.
Let us denote dx,y the distance between the processors Px and
Py. The processors Px and Py are connected by a
communication link say lx,y. The inter-processor
communication cost per unit of information transferred
between two processors Px and Py increases linearly as the
distances dx,y increases. To consider the impact of inter
processor distance on the cost, we define a inter processor
distance matrix IPDM= [di,j]. Thus, if two interacting
modules Mi and Mj are assigned to two different processors
Pk and Ps respectively, then the two modules cause the
inter-processor communication cost of ci,j*dk.s. We assume
that the communication cost between two modules assigned
to the same processors is negligible, since all communication
is through memory as
opposed
to
an
inter-processor link.

An allocation of modules to processors is defined by a
function A from the set M of modules to the set P of
processors such that:
A:M→P ,
Where A(i)=j if module Mi is assigned to processor Pj ,
1≤i≤m, 1≤j≤n.
(1)
In general the objective of modules allocation is to find an
optimal allocation AO, which minimize the completion time
of the program and optimize the system reliability by
properly mapping the modules to the processors. In order to
make the best use of the resources in a distributed computing
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program almost evenly among the processing nodes. The
Utilization of each processor is calculated as:

The overall inter-module communication cost and
inter-module communication cost for each processor for a
given allocation A, are obtained by equations (5) and (6)
respectively as:
TCC(A) 



ci, j
1i  m
i 1 j  m
A ( i )  A( j )

* d A(i ), A( j )

c

IPCC (j) 

PU(j)  PEC(j)/ max { PEC (j) : j  1 to n}

and the average processor utilization (APU) is calculated as:

(5)

APU= [PU (1) + PU (2) + ………….PU (n)]/ n

i ,k

* d A(i ), A( k )

2.1.3 Total cost and response time of the System: The total
cost, TCOST (A) of the system for an allocation A is
computed as:
(7)

Response (turnout) time of the system is a function of amount
computation to be performed by each processor and the
computation time. This function is defined by considering
the processor with the heaviest aggregate computation and
communication load. Response time of the system for a given
allocation A is defined by the following equation as:
RT (A) = max {PEC (j) + IPCC (j)}
1 j n

(13)

2.3 Processor’s Reliability: Reliability is defined in terms of
the time interval in contrast to an instance in time defined in
availability. A highly reliable system is one that will continue
working for a long period of time. In DCS both system cost
and system reliability are time dependent. Each component
in DCS has two states: operational and failed. Reliability of
the DCS is defined as the probability that the modules of the
program can run successfully on the components ( i.e.
processors and communication link) during the time interval
[0, t] under an allocation A. Using the Poisson distribution,
the execution reliability of the k-th processor under the
allocation A is calculated as:
(14)
ER ( Pk )  exp [  k * PEC(k )]

(6)

1i  m
A( i )  j  A( k )

TCOST(A) = EC(A) +TCC(A)

(12)

Where

 k is failure rate of the k-th processor Pk .

The communication link reliability for k-th processor, Pk
during an allocation A is calculated as:

(8)

m

CLR (Pk ) 

Thus the objective function for the response time of the
system is expressed as:

 exp [

 μ k,A(j) *

j 1

Where

Min Z  min RT(A)



c i, j * d k,A(j) ] (15)

1i  m
A(i)  k  A(j)

 k , A( j ) is failure rate of link lk, A(j)

The total communication reliability for k-th processor is the
product of execution reliability and communication link
reliability associated with processor Pk for an allocation A
and calculated as:


m

m m



 min max  ei , j xi , j   ci ,k * d j ,l xi , j x k ,l  

1 j n 
i 1
i 1 k 1


 
l j


TCR (Pk) = ER (Pk) *CLR (Pk)

(16)

(9)
Subject to
n

 xi, j  1

j 1

for all i=1,2,3,…..m.

(10)

1

(11)

2.4 Assumptions: To keep the algorithm reasonable in size
several assumptions have been made while designing the
algorithm. These assumptions are as:

m

 ei , j x i , j

i 1

m

max .  ei , j x i , j 
1 j  n i 1


for all j=1,2,3…….n.

(1) A program is assumed to be collection of m- modules
to be executed on a set of n-processors having different
processing speeds and failure rates.
(2) A module may be portion of an executable code or data
file. The number of modules to be allocated is more
than the number of processors (m >> n), as
normally in the case of real life.
(3) A module may take different execution time if
it executes on different processor and amount of data
may take different communication time if it is
transmitted through the different communication links.
Therefore the system cost and system reliability both
depend upon the execution and communication costs. If
a module is not executable on any of the processor due
to absence of some resources, the execution cost of that
module
on
that
processor is taken to be
infinite.

where
1, if i-th moduleis assigned to j-th processor 
xi , j  

0, otherwise


2.2 Processor Utilization: The main purpose of module
allocation in a DCS is to reduce turnout time the system. This
is done by maximizing the utilization of processors while
minimizing the communication among processing nodes.
While minimizing inter module communication tends to
assign the whole modules to a single processing node, load
balancing tries to distribute the program modules of a
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inter-processor communication cost varies linearly as
distance dx,y increases. We are taking this effect into account
and map the module clusters to the processors. One concern
in modules cluster mapping is that each processor has a
roughly equal workload. For this we are changing cluster
mapping to computing processor dynamically during the
computation. Tie –breaking in selection of the processor is
done randomly; i.e. one of the modules with equal cost is
selected at random. There can be alternative policies for
tie-breaking but this kind of policy increases the time
complexity of the algorithm, so we prefer a random selection
strategy. The procedure of clustering the modules and their
scheduling to the processors is described by the algorithm as:

(4) We assume that once a module has completed its
execution on a processor, the processor stores the
output data of the module in its local memory. If the
data i s needed by some other module being computed
on the same processor, it reads the data from the local
memory.
(5) Whenever a group of modules is assigned to the same
processors, the inter module communication cost
between them is zero.
3. Scheduling Algorithm
In this section, we propose a heuristic modules algorithm for
solving a load balancing modules allocation problem. The
model addressed in this paper differs from previous work on
module allocation as it finds:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Algorithm

Balanced allocated load on each processor.
Minimum response time of the system.
Minimum total communication cost.
Maximum reliability for the system.

1.(a) Input: DT=[datai,j], ECM=[ei,j], DTR=[ri,j],
IPDM= [di,j], L=[Lj],  j , CFRM=[  j,l ].

L

(b)Compute L 

The module scheduling scheme that we are presenting here
has following major steps:
1) Calculation of inter-module communication costs.
2) Cluster making
3) Scheduling of the clusters to the processors.
4) Calculation of the costs and reliabilities.

j

1 j  n

 Average Communication

n

Startup Time of the Processors



(c) Compute DTR 

 ri , j

1i  n 1 j  n

n(n  1)

 Average Data

Transfer Rate.
(d) Compute IMCCM= [cij ].
2. (a) Compute t.

Inter-processor cost (IPC) is incurred due to the inter-module
communication when the data are transferred from module to
module if they are residing on different processors. Therefore
IPC is proportional to IMCC. IMCC is a function of data
communication between the modules, data transfer rates
between the processors and communication startup costs of
processors and calculated as:

(b) Compute

Si 

c

1 j  m

i, j

for i=1 to m.

(c) Find maximum of Si, if maximum of Si is for i=k, 1≤ k ≤ m ,
then select t largest entries from kth row of IMCCM= [cij ] say
{ ckl, ckm, …….. }.
(d) Make a cluster C1 of t+1 modules { Mk, Ml, Mm, …..}.
3. (a) Calculate new execution cost matrix NECM  [ei, j ] by
adding rows corresponding to the modules present in the
cluster C1={Mk , Ml , Mm , · · · }.
(b)Calculate new inter module communication c o s t

Modules are clustered based on their communication
requirement. Highly communicating modules are clustered
together to reduce communication delays. Usually number of
module clusters should be equal to the number of processors
so that one to one mapping may result. These clusters will be
fixed throughout their execution. Since we have „n‟ number
of processors in DCS, therefore we will make „n‟ number of
module clusters. If a cluster resulting from combining
modules becomes too large, it would be impossible to obtain a
load-balanced scheduling therefore we restrict the number of
modules in a cluster by:

matrix

NIMCCM  [ci, j ] by adding rows and columns of

modules present in cluster C1 = {Mk , Ml , Mm , · · · }.
(c) Assign the cluster C1 to t h a t processor Pj for which the cost
is minimum say for j= r. If there is tie in selection, do it
randomly.
4. Compute Cost (C1) = Cost {Mk, Ml , Mm , · · · } = ek ,r
5. (a) Select the k‟th column [ci ,k ]T of

NIMCCM  [ci, j ] .

T
T
(b) Calculate d r , j * [c i , k ]  [d r , j * c i , k ] .

6. (a) Modify the cost of NECM  [ei, j ] by adding the column

[d r , j * ci , k ]T to j-th column of NECM  [ei, j ] for j=1 to n.

Maximum number of modules in a cluster ≤ t + 1
where

(b)Reduce NECM  [ei, j ] and

 m 

m
is an integer 
  1 if
n
 n


t

 m  , otherwise

 n 


NIMCCM  [ci, j ] by

removing rows and columns of C1.
7. (a) Repeat step 2 to 3 for reduced NECM and NIMCCM to make
the next cluster .
(b) Assign the next cluster to that processor Pj for which the cost
is minimum say for j= l and
l≠r.
8. Repeat step 4 to step 7.
9. If

The inter-processor distance dx,y between two processors px
and py play an important role in total cost of the system as
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n clusters are assigned to n processors
then go to step 10
else go to step 8.
10. Compute:
(a)TCOST(j) = PEC(j) + IPCC(j)
(b) PU(j)  PEC(j)/ max { PEC (j) : j  1 to n}
(c) TCR (Pk) = ER (Pk) *CLR (Pk)
11. Compute:

1

0

0.7

0.3

-

Table-3

P1
0.00001
0.00003

P1
P2
P3

max {PEC (j) + IPCC (j)}

(a) RT (A) =

2

P3

1 j n

(b)TCOST(A) = EC(A) + TCC(A)
(c) APU= [PU (1) + PU (2) + ………….PU (n)]/ n
n

Here DTR = 0.5,
costs are as:

(d) Compute total reliability =  TCR ( Pk )
k 1

CFRM=[µj,l]
P2
0.00001
0.00002
Table-4

P3
0.00003
0.00002
-

L = 3 and inter module communication

12. End.
III.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

Load balancing modules allocation model for heterogeneous
processors was discussed in the previous section. To evaluate
our proposed model we use a different size of problem in this
section. In experimental problem we have consider a
distributed program made up of five modules {M1, M2, M3,
M4, M5} to be executed on a set of three heterogeneous
processors {P1, P2, P3}. The failure rates and communication
start up time of processors P1, P2, P3 are .00002, .00001,
.00003 units and 3, 2, 4 units respectively. The various
matrices taken as input are described in tables-1 to table-4.

2
3
10
2
3

M1
M2
M3
M4
M5

IMCCM=[c_{ij}]
M2
M3
M4
7
9
5
0
13
15
13
0
7
15
7
0
5
13
17

M5
11
5
13
17
0

Table-5 Inter Module Communication Cost Matrix
Three clusters of modules are formed as:
Cluster_C1 = {M4, M5}.
Cluster_C2 = {M2, M3}.
Cluster_C3= {M1}.

ECM=[ei,j]
Processors →
P1
Modules ↓

M1
M2
M3
M4
M5

M1
0
7
9
5
11

P2

P3

5
2
1
3
6

Tables-6 and 7 shows the optimal costs and optimal
reliability of the system for the optimal assignment of module
clusters to the processors, where Cluster_C1  P1,
Cluster_C2  P2 and Cluster_C3  P3. The optimal total
cost of the program, program reliability, response time of the
system and average processor utilization are 123, 0.9956, 97
and 0.71 respectively

7
4
7
8
2

Table -1
Modules

Processors

PEC(j)

IPCC(j)

M4, M5
M2, M3
M1

P1
P2
P3

5
3
7

92
76
48

DT=[datai,j]
Modules →
Modules↓

M1

M2

M3

M4

M5

M1
M2
M3
M4
M5

0
2
3
1
4

2
0
5
6
1

3
5
0
2
5

1
6
2
0
7

4
1
5
7
0

Table-6 Optimal Costs of the System
Processors

Table-2

IPDM=[di,j]

DTR=[ri,j]

P1

P2

P3

P1

P2

P3

P1

0

1.5

2

-

0.5

0.7

P2

1.5

0

1

0.5

-

0.3

PEC(j)+
IPCC(j)
97
79
55

ER(Pk)

CLR(Pk)

TCR(Pk)

PU(j)

P1

0.9999

0.9984

0.9983

0.71

P2

0.9999

0.9990

0.9989

0.42

P3

0.9997

0.9987

0.9984

1

Table-7 Optimal Reliability of the System
For evaluating the performance of our algorithm a large
number of programs were considered. With these
applications,
simulation
experiments were carried
out. The execution costs of
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the modules were picked randomly in the interval from 5 to
100, and inter-module communication costs were chosen in
such a way that the range lies from 1 to 20, that is execution
costs were selected approximately 2-30 times larger than the
inter-module communication costs. The numbers of modules
in the examples were restricted to twenty. These programs
were tested on yadav et.al. [19] and present model. It is
found that in 78% cases the present model gives better results
as comparative to [19], in 17% cases the obtained results are
equal and there are only 5% cases where the present model
gives worse results as comparative to yadav et.al. [19].The
algorithm suggested in [6] is not considered the criteria of
load balancing and proper utilization of each processor
whereas our model considered both the issues. The run time
complexity of the algorithm suggested by R.Y. Richard et al
[6] is O (mn) which to very high. The algorithm suggested by
Sagar et al. [14] has run time complexity O(m2n). The run
time complexity of the algorithm presented in this paper is O
(m2+mn) which is less than the complexities of the models
[6] & [14].
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